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Review Blockchain Investment Funds In The World

Blockchain Investment Funds with ability of worldwide crypto-capital mobilization can
transform traditional venture capital, offering the same high profit/risk ratio of VC while
providing liquidity to its investors. List provided by JWC Blockchain Ventures: --MetaStable
Capital-- Blockchain Capital --Grayscale --SPiCE VC

England (PRWEB UK) 10 February 2018 -- MetaStable Capital – Blockchain Hedge Fund
MetaStable Capital is a hedge fund based in San Francisco which started its operation around the end of 2014
and known for investing in some algorithm money such as Bitcoin and Ethereum. MetaStable is well known for
its pro action in the Bitcoin crisis on Bitfinex in Hong Kong. When the currency swiftly plunged more than
20% to under $550, MetaStable took the opportunity to double Bitcoin's position on this exchange market.
Josh Seims, MetaStable's co-founder, said: " Rather than try to time the market or buy the latest blockchain
trend, MetaStable looks closely at real-world use cases of various digital currencies, and aims to make at least
decade-long bets on "the most credible candidates."

Blockchain Capital
Blockchain Capital was one of the first venture capital funds in the world to focus on digital money. Launched
in the fall of 2013, Blockchain Capital has invested in 42 companies over the past 3 years and was reported that
capital raised from this ICO will continue to be invested back in Blockchain developers and buying tokens from
pre-digital projects. It is considered as venture capital fund, offering unique investment opportunities and
exclusive trading channels, as well as diversified approaches to blockchains. With the development of a
network of mentors and professional partners, Blockchain Capital believes that Blockchain is a great way to
provide a better, faster, cheaper way to remit and transfer money at a lower risk.

Grayscale – Ethereum Classic Investment Trust
Ethereum Classic Investment Trust - Private Fund for Blockchain base from Grayscale. Based on close
monitoring of ETC pricing, developers can simultaneously build multiple applications on one Blockchain
platform, facilitate sharing and communication, and accelerate the process of increasing the value of
blockchain. Things will not change when the data is recorded in blockchain.
“The technology which is likely to have the greatest impact on the next few decades, has arrived. And it’s not
social media. It’s not big data. It’s not robotics. It’s not even AI. You’ll be surprised to learn that it’s the
underlying technology of digital currencies like Bitcoin. It’s called the blockchain."- Don Tapscott.
 
SpiceVC
SPiCE utilizes the blockchain to reinvent venture capital, making it significantly more attractive for investors,
by removing its biggest limitation – the 7-10 years effective lock-up period (illiquidity). SPiCE VC is
eliminating the illiquidity problem by issuing digital security tokens to its investors, which are tradable from
day one. The tokens are regulation-compliant, and will entitle holders to 100% of net exits, just like traditional
VC funds - only liquid. To power this revolution, Spice is issuing SPiCE tokens to investors, which give
holders two advantages: Token holders can trade SPiCE tokens and Tokens holders are entitled to their pro-rata
share of all net exits, which will be effected by carrying out a direct token buyback with the net exit proceeds.

JWC Blockchain Ventures
JWC Blockchain Ventures’s major investment thesis is to focus on investing and help developing startups
applying blockchain technology to e-commerce. The company is working to raise a $30 million investment
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fund to be deployed for this purpose. The fundraising is done by mean of an ICO which will enable investors to
invest into a liquid asset, in contrast with the traditional VC model. JWC aims to be one of the most active pre-
round-A/ICO e-commerce VC in APAC and spot interesting opportunities in EU, looking for early-stage
ventures in this focused vertical, providing capital, guidance and tools to make the biggest jump in value
possible.
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Contact Information
Andy Vu
JWC Blockchain Ventures
http://https://jwcventures.com/
+84 943641188

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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